DNA-binding properties of the antibody specific for the Dewar photoproduct of thymidylyl-(3-5')-thymidine.
A monoclonal antibody (DEM-1) specific for the Dewar photoproduct is used for detection and quantification of photolesions in DNA. To help understand the molecular recognition of damaged DNA by the antibody protein, we have cloned and sequenced the variable region genes of DEM-1. We have also prepared Fab fragments of DEM-1 (DEM1Fab), and synthesized two kinds of 3'-biotinylated oligonucleotides of different lengths containing a central Dewar photoproduct of TpT to analyze the effects of the antigen size on the binding rates by means of surface plasmon resonance (SPR). Results obtained from SPR analyses suggest that DEM1Fab may recognize tetranucleotide unit as the epitope.